ExQuest, a novel method for displaying quantitative gene expression from ESTs.
There is a pressing need for interactive bioinformatics tools that empower investigators with the means to extract information and organize it in a simplified but meaningful format. A wealth of mammalian gene expression data is readily accessible, much of which is based on expressed sequence tags (ESTs). Many mammalian ESTs are derived from tissue-specific cDNA libraries in which the number of ESTs representing a specific gene approximates the transcriptional expression level in the source tissue. Our program ExQuest (Expressional Quantification of ESTs) organizes the public EST database (dbEST) into hierarchical tissue classes and reports tissue or developmental gene expression patterns for both mRNA and genomic sequences. ExQuest also displays tissue expression patterns of genes in the context of assembled chromosomes. These interactive "transcriptome" maps provide a novel tool for investigating the genomic basis of gene expression as well as prioritizing candidate genes within genetically mapped mutant and quantitative trait loci.